Venus Mountains bio
Venus Mountains is an experiment created on the planet Venus in 2009, 4 crazy venusians
were sent on planet earth to conquer the world with a fake experiment based on hard rock
music full of subliminal message. They record their first message in 2010 with the first
album called "The Birth”.
Their style is inspired by the great british rock n roll band like Rolling Stones, and has
come to also incorporate elements of heavy metal, inflenced by band such as: AC/DC,
Deep Purple, Motörhead, Whitesnake, Mötley Crüe.
They played in a lot of venues during the Birth tour from 2009 to 2012. In the summer of
2011 they headline a tour around UK and in november VM played in Amsterdam.
They also played in Swizzerland and around the northern Italy in a lot of places: Milan,
Brescia, Bergamo, Parma, Udine, Genova and in every kind of hole.
In feb 2013 they recorded the second album called "Into the jail without the cage” and VM
perform in Italy, UK, Spain, France to promote the album. They also play with some
foreigners band around Italy and Europe like: Skid Row (USA), Diamond Head (UK), Vinnie
Appice (Black Sabbath, USA) Adam Bomb (USA), Havana Rocks (UK), Bulletrain (SWE),
Fury (UK), Skreamer (UK), Crazy Lixx (SWE), Texas Flood (UK), Soap Girls (ZA).
In may 2015 they start the 4th UK VM tour with show in South west UK and in the summer
they perform in USA for 5 gigs in California and Nevada with a great show at the famous
Whisky a Go Go in Los Angeles. In 2018 they play for 5 show in Japan for their first Japan
tour to promote the new album out in february with Volcano Records called “Black Snake”.
Website: www.venusmountains.com
FB: www.facebook.com/venusmountains
Official videoclip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9HPBtLeEq1M
Live report tour USA 2015: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EKftx2ZEoSs
Live 2016: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ofjzXFG2rM
BIO: http://www.venusmountains.com/?page_id=21&lang=it
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